Headset & Speakerphone solutions

User Profile overview
The IMPACT Line

When talk matters

Headset solutions for professionals working in energetic call center and office environments, spending much time at or around their desks talking with customers.

- Voice Clarity for clear calls
- Comfortable all-day use
- Hassle-free communication

IMPACT 5000 Series

- Premium wireless flexible DECT headsets
- Superior sound quality with super wideband audio, two-mic noise-cancelling system and stereo sound
- Enhanced security with Protected Pairing and DECT Security certification
- Total flexibility with triple connectivity to PC/desk/mobilephone via base station
- Wearing styles: single and doublesided headband, 3-in-1: singleheadband, ear hook and neckband
### IMPACT SD Series
- Wireless DECT headsets
- Premium audio quality for calls with EPOS Voice™ and ultra noise-cancelling microphone
- Dual-connectivity to both PC and desk phone
- Up to 12 hours talk time
- Wearing styles: headband or ear hook. Neckband optional

### IMPACT D 10 Series
- Wireless DECT headsets
- Natural and clear calls with EPOS Voice™ and noise-cancelling microphone
- Single connectivity to either desk phone or PC
- Up to 12 hours talk time
- 2-in-1 wearing style: ear hook and single-sided headband

### IMPACT MB PRO Series
- Wireless Bluetooth® headsets
- Premium sound for clear calls with EPOS Voice™ and ultra noise-cancelling microphone
- Single and double-sided headsets
- Up to 15 hours talk time
- Multi-point connectivity to two Bluetooth® devices

### IMPACT 600 Series
- Wired premium single and double-sided headsets
- Outstanding sound quality for clear calls with ultra noise-cancelling microphone, EPOS Voice™ and ANC
- In-line call control and proximity sensor technology
- Excellent wearing comfort with leatherette ear pads
- Connectivity via Easy Disconnect, USB, USB-C or 3.5 mm jack

### IMPACT 200 Series
- Wired robust single and double-sided headsets
- Noise-cancelling microphone and EPOS™ Voice Technology
- Great comfort with CircleFlex™ dual-hinge ear cup system and soft leatherette ear pads
- In-line call control
- Connectivity via Easy Disconnect or USB

### IMPACT 100 Series
- Wired single and doublesided headsets
- Lightweight and UC deployment friendly headset
- Noise-cancelling microphone and EPOS Voice™ Technology
- In-line call control
- Connectivity via USB
The ADAPT Line

*Work your way*

Demand audio experiences you can personalize, powered by EPOS AI™ – technology that adapts to your sound environment and boosts working performance.

- Enjoy versatile usage
- Optimized audio experience with EPOS AI™
- Enhance concentration and protect hearing
ADAPT 100 Series
- Wired single and double-sided headsets
- Certified for Microsoft Teams and optimized for UC
- Guarantee business grade communication with a discreet, foldable boom arm and 2 advanced microphones
- Concentrate anywhere, anywhere with an 4 adaptive ANC microphone system
- Noise-cancelling microphone
- Concentrate wherever you work thanks to ANC

ADAPT PRESENCE Series
- Wireless Bluetooth® mono headsets
- Clear calls with noise-filtering technologies
- 3-digital noise-cancelling microphones
- Up to 10 hours talk time
- 2-in-1 wearing style: in-ear and ear hook

ADAPT 400 Series
- In-ear Bluetooth® ANC headset
- Boost your productivity with ANC to maintain concentration in noisy environments
- Certified for Microsoft Teams and optimized for UC
- Enjoy superior comfort and fit with lightweight construction and comfortable earbuds

ADAPT 500 Series
- On-ear Bluetooth® ANC headset
- Get clearer calls on demand with a discreet, foldable boom arm and 2 advanced microphones
- Concentrate anywhere, anywhere with 4 ANC microphones
- Ensure clear calls with UC certified solutions certified for Microsoft Teams and optimized for UC

ADAPT 300 Series
- Concentrate in noisy environments - Thanks to ANC
- Certified for Microsoft Teams and optimized for UC
- Multi-point connectivity to any two Bluetooth® devices simultaneously
- Enjoy stylish, comfortable design. With a contemporary look on or off work and soft, ergonomic ear pads for lasting comfort

ADAPT 600 Series
- Over-ear Bluetooth® ANC headset with BTD 800 USB dongle and carry case
- Superb call clarity powered by EPOS AI™
- Regain concentration anytime, anywhere with an 4 adaptive ANC microphone system
- Get organized with Alexa, tap and hold to activate Alexa and stay on top of your day-to-day business
The EXPAND Line

Seamless Collaboration

Flexible plug-and-play speakerphone and conference solutions for professionals having collaborative calls/meetings with co-workers, customers and other stakeholders anywhere.

- Benefit from ease-of-use
- Conference anywhere
- Enjoy perfect craftsmanship

EXPAND 20 Series
- Portable wired speakerphone
- Premium sound for better meetings, multimedia and music listening
- Personal conferencing or up to 4 participants
- Conferencing across devices
- Connectivity via USB or 3.5 mm jack

EXPAND 30 Series
- Portable wireless Bluetooth® speakerphone
- Exceptional audio performance for conference calls, music and multimedia
- Personal conferencing or up to 8 participants
- Multi-point connectivity with up to three devices
- Connectivity via Bluetooth® or USB-C

EXPAND 80 Series
- Scalable Bluetooth® speakerphone
- EPOS Voice™
- Six adaptive, beamforming microphones
- Ultra-low distortion speaker in a unique patent pending suspended speaker box
- Sound-enhancing fabric by Kvadrat with a premium, minimalist aesthetic
- One touch access to preferred Voice Assistant or Microsoft Teams*

EXPAND 80 Mic
- Larger meetings UC optimized, and Microsoft Teams certified*
- Four beamforming microphones
- Smart cable management for professional, stylish meetings
- Plug-and-play conferencing
- Statement Scandinavian design

*pending certification